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Notes by Karen Thullner 
 
Richard Esmond started the meeting.  
 
The modeling categories need to be documented the same way that other organizations document 
items, such as wounds. The potential modeling categories include:  
 

• Lesions (Presence/Absence/Benign) 
o Malignancy 
o Non-malignant lesions 

• Wounds/Trauma 
o Foreign Bodies 
o Surgery scars 

• Bruising /Swelling 
o Is this part of trauma 

• Discharge 
• Pain/discomfort/lumps 
• Abnormal Sizes/Shapes 
• Genomics 

o Partnered with the HL& Genomics group 
• Patient History and Risk Assessment 

o Tyrer-Cuzick 
o Hughes 
o Cancer IQ 

• Others? 
 
Richard pasted this link for review and editing of the previously names categories.  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-
cwfADk8pMMBxf2XD8y_CNQqAoLEyMu8Prl2C0QB9nQ/edit 
 
Do lesions include tumors and masses? A radiologist would look at a lesion and describe the 
characteristics. The problem with assigning malignancy in the radiology side is that normally a lesion 
is not malignant until the pathologist analyses the data.  The radiology can be an educated guess, but 
the pathology report is the definitive analysis. The correlation with pathology and radiology is used 
to validate a malignant or benign diagnosis. The genetics testing can also be used to validate the 
diagnosis.  
 
Richard will set up a PSS (Project Scope Statement) for lung as well as prostate and colon. Should 
we stop at lung or get projects for all three? Lung is more complex and larger than you think. 
Focusing on one (lung) now would be the best course of action. Alignment of these can be done.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-cwfADk8pMMBxf2XD8y_CNQqAoLEyMu8Prl2C0QB9nQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-cwfADk8pMMBxf2XD8y_CNQqAoLEyMu8Prl2C0QB9nQ/edit


Alex reached out to Kurt and Richard will be in Atlanta at the Connectathon. Alex is working on a 
form that uses FHIR and SCC messaging. Next week, Alex is on the agenda to present his current 
work.  
 
RNSA is December 1-6, 2019. Richard is trying to set up a meeting either the day before or on set 
up day. He will send an email to see who will be interested.  
 
Lung cancer is more timeline driven. Richard will source individuals and groups to be a part of this 
group. Lung radiology reporting may include other lung related diseases making the field inherently 
larger. There are more incidental findings associated, such as COPD and cardiac. There must be 
some definitions to the scope of the PSS. How far will the initial scope encompass?  
 
Richard will reach out to the genomics group to partner with their current work in relationship to 
breast and lung.  
 


